L
ike many IT people today, you probably carry both a cell phone and pager.Vendors like Skytel are already offering services that combine information delivery and email access (both receiving and sending), but you usually have to buy yet a third, IP-aware device. But who wants to carry three lumps around? Eventually, users need to be able to access services through any device via any network.
Browsers are becoming the interface of choice for applications like personal information access, e-commerce, network management, and collaboration tools. However, users would like this functionality in a handheld, wireless device.
These examples and the range of services available in third generation cellular networks point to a convergence of IP and telecom in wireless handheld devices, which will provide powerful new capabilities for users. But the revolution inherent in these devices will never be fully realized without a consistent framework for integrating services across networks. For example, how do you integrate services across networks as diverse as the PSTN (PacketSwtiched Telephone Network) and the Internet? Where do you store a directory that tracks user device IDs? How do you scale services to a large user base? Each device needs a consistent framework to handle these tasks. Today, the intersection of IP and telecom are uncharted waters, ungoverned by any standards, de facto or otherwise. Before conflicting standards and technologies arise, the Iceberg project is exploring the research issues in establishing the interfaces-and it aims to answer some hard questions along the way.
ICEBERG
We are developing Iceberg (Internet-based core beyond the third generation) to go beyond the third-generation cellular and personal communication services (PCS) models. Iceberg offers an Internet-based integration of telephony and data services across different access networks. Its prime design goals are extensibility, scalability, and personalized communication. We leverage the Internet's low cost of entry for easy service creation, deployment, and integration.
Ideally, we want to use communications devices like in the personalized, integrated communication scenario depicted in Figure 1 . In this scenario, users can have calls redirected to different endpoints based on parameters like time of day and caller ID.They can also receive e-mail headers as paging messages or have a cell phone read the email, transforming the message into audio.
However, the current communication architecture can't support this scenario because it doesn't have a way to integrate services from heteroge-neous networks. The Iceberg project aims to enable Potentially Any Network Service (PANS), meaning that any service can be accessed from any device via any network, for example, accessing e-mail via a cell phone.
The Internet Protocol (IP) provides a simple,packet delivery service model, which can serve as a spanning layer across heterogeneous access networks. As Figure 2 shows, Iceberg's architecture integrates services from heterogeneous networks like the PSTN, the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), and pager networks to build innovative applications that form a core on top of the Internet.
Iceberg leverages the Internet's client-proxy server model to provide customizable communication services. We treat the Internet as the switch that routes information such as telephone calls or e-mail, integrates diverse networks and devices, and enables userlevel service creation and customization. The "Design Goals" and "An Architecture for Integrated, Wireless Services" sidebars describe how Iceberg uses the Internet as the glue for integrating various networks.
NINJA: ICEBERG'S EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT
Iceberg's primary goal is to make services easily deployable and accessible. The Ninja project at UC Berkeley is looking at the research issues in making Internet services scalable (able to support many thousands of concurrent users), fault-tolerant (able to mask faults in the underlying server hardware or software), and highly available (resilient to network and hardware outages).A base is a service-execution environment on a cluster of workstations located in the network infrastructure. Examples of current and future Ninja services include
• a jukebox service that plays streaming audio over the Internet, • an instant messaging service, and • a persistent mail store that supports a large number of users. Iceberg uses Ninja's service execution environment for its components as well as for additional, enhanced data and telephony services.
In addition to its execution environment, Ninja provides easy service composability. Operators are units of computation that have well-defined interfaces. For example, software that converts pulse code modulate audio into ASCII text through a Java remote message invocation interface is an operator.A path is a set of operators strung together using connectors-an abstraction of a data flow. For example, a series of coder-decoder operators followed by a speech-to-text operator is a path.
Automatic path creation (APC) is a process that sets up a data path of operators given any two end points. Iceberg uses this concept to abstract the data flow between devices in a call session, which makes the goal of any-to-any data transformation and transport easy to achieve.
FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
Iceberg's architecture has several unique components that distinguish it from other services that offer personalized integrated communication and call handling.
Iceberg access points
Iceberg access points are software agents within the Iceberg network that offer call establishment and control services on behalf of communication end devices. Iceberg's design separates the functionality of IAPs from gateways. Network-specific gateway hardware interconnects an access network with an IAP.This decoupling of functionality not only makes the design and implementation of the IAP access-network independent, it also yields better fault tolerance. When a gateway fails, a call is usually lost. In contrast, when an IAP fails, another IAP can take over and continue serving the ongoing phone call.
Call control
The call control protocol alters the call state in a call session. Call state includes calling party ID, current call status (active or on hold), dataflow information (IP address and port number of the data stream end-points, and location of transformation agents, if any), and the ID of serving IAPs.The call setup process establishes the call states on the serving IAPs.
The complexity in call control is usually in the reliable propagation of call state changes to all the IAPs in a call session. The dynamic characteristic of a call session makes this more difficult because IAPs may restart or new IAPs may join an existing callsession to serve new call parties.This requires a call session that is independent of the participating IAP locations, yet responsible for reliably delivering call state changes to all involved IAPs.
A multicast channel can serve as a call session mechanism because it allows the IAP location to be independent of call sessions. In this mechanism, each IAP periodically announces its portion of the call state to the multicast channel.The IAP also "listens" to the multicast channel and gathers the other call states from other IAPs. Each IAP maintains the complete call state for a call Iceberg is a communication integration project that offers these features as part of its design.
➤ Potentially any network services (PANS):
The goal of PANS is to permit any service to be transparently accessed through any end device via any access network. 
Service handoff: enabling service mobility
Our integration architecture enables service handoff, a novel feature that allows users to switch between their communication devices during a phone call. Service mobility is a powerful new concept that makes service hand-off possible. In telecommunication, the term "service mobil- IAP1 intercepts a cell-phone call, uses the naming service to find the callee's identity, uses the PRLS to locate the callee's preference registry, and finds the callee's current preferred end point in the preference registry. In the remaining steps, IAP2 directs the call to the callee's preferred end point-his office phone. The two IAPs have to contact the APC service before completing the call to set up an appropriate path to abstract the data flow.
ity" usually means the ability to share user service profiles across different networks-it does not refer to the ability to cross a network boundary in the middle of a service.
Service hand-off is also a demonstration of personal mobility-our architecture identifies a call session by the people involved in the call, not by the devices they are using. Therefore, switching to a new device doesn't imply switching to a new call session. Figure 3 illustrates a typical service handoff scenario.
Preference registry
The preference registry captures user-specific personalization parameters. There are two separate but related issues with user-preference specification:
• how the system represents, stores, and processes user preferences; and • building a reasonable user-interface for the user to specify personal preferences.
Although we focus on the first issue, the user interface is also important, especially for complicated services. For example, feature interaction-where users don't understand the implications of subscribing to multiple related services-has proven difficult to handle even for limited service models Figure 4 shows the inputs to the preference registry and the output. User preference is essentially a function of inputs such as caller-ID, time of day, or user location. The function's output is the preferred end point-the user's cell phone or e-mail ID.We classify the inputs to the preference registry into two main categories:
• per-call information such as caller-ID or the caller endpoint type, and • dynamic information such as the user's location or call state (who the callee is currently talking to).
The person activity tracker (PAT) collects the dynamicinformation inputs; the preference registry uses this in deciding its output.The preference registry is a user-specified function. In our experience thus far, we have found that a rule-based or procedural scripting language is useful for modeling a wide range of user preferences. In the example shown in Figure 5 , the user wants to redirect communication to her office (9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.), home (5:00 p.m.-12:00 midnight), or voice-mail (off hours) based on the time of day.
The preference registry is an Iceberg component that runs on a Ninja base-it has persistent state (the user profiles), and it needs to be scalable and highly available.
Naming service
The naming service maps the Iceberg user's multiple devices onto the same logical entity. In this context, the term "user" could refer to a person or any abstract entity in real life-for example, an airline company's customer service number. Each of the user's service end points (or devices) is associated with a service-specific ID. For example, a user could have a telephone number, a pager number, and an e-mail ID. We call these service-specific IDs and not network-specific IDs because a user could have multiple IDs for different services in the same network, for example, an e-mail ID, a voice-over-IP end point, and an Internet ICQ-ID. To achieve personal mobility, our architecture maps a user's service-specific IDs to a unique ID that distinctively identifies the user in the Iceberg network.
Name mapping refers to mapping from a service-specific ID to the user's unique-ID. To satisfy our wide-area requirement, name mapping should be distributed, similar to the way the Domain Naming System (DNS) handles name mapping. Name mapping is required only when dealing with devices that don't know about Iceberg's unique IDs, for example, when a caller uses a cell phone to dial a callee's home phone number. If the calling device can provide the callee's unique ID directly, this mapping is not required.
We use a hierarchical approach to distribute the namemapping functionality in a way similar to the DNS. This approach includes
• a distributed hierarchical tree of the name space, • multiple name servers that control different portions (subtrees) of the name tree, and • distributed tree traversal across name servers for name mapping.
However, we can't adopt a DNS-like solution directly because, unlike DNS, Iceberg has multiple name spaces, including telephone number, e-mail address, and pager number. In addition, Iceberg must handle new name spaces as new services are introduced. For example, adding a service like ICQ adds a new name space for the ICQ-ID.
To handle these issues, each service-specific-ID name space is a separate tree. Iceberg name servers have a hierarchical arrangement that is independent of any hierarchy within the access network itself. Name servers are persistent and highly available Iceberg components that run on a Ninja base.
Preference registry location service
To establish a call session, Iceberg needs a mechanism for using the callee's unique ID to locate the callee's preference registry. If the calling device can only specify a service-specific ID, the IAP at the calling end first uses the naming service to get the callee's unique ID. Locating the preference registry given the unique ID is similar to using the naming service. The differences are that the lookup is based on the unique-ID rather than a service-specific ID, and the lookup returns the preference registry's location rather than the unique ID. Distributing this service is similar to distributing the naming service: The leaves of the unique ID space's hierarchical tree store the location of the user's preference registry.
INTEGRATED COMMUNICATION SERVICES
Numerous commercial services are available that provide personalized integrated communication, including email-to-fax, voice/e-mail/fax integration, and enhanced telephony services. This emphasizes the importance of communication integration. The Telephony Over Packet Networks (TOPS) architecture uses a directory service component for personalization. Some of the Mobile People Architecture project's goals such as any-to-any integration and personalized call handling are similar to Iceberg's. The telecommunication industry's Intelligent Network service architecture provides easy service creation and customization.
Ongoing efforts in the telecommunications community seek to provide network and service integration. Although service creation is easier than in traditional switch-based networks, it is still tied to the telephony service model: Only network operators can provide services, not end users. In addition, these architectures provide limited extensibility to new networks. In contrast, adding a new network in Iceberg only involves building an IAP to interface the new network to the Internet core. Iceberg's unique features include service handoff, seamless service integration, and scalable and incremental service deployment model (a feature that we leverage from Ninja). Recent research in hybrid services has focused on generic service components in networks. Iceberg has a stronger notion of personal mobility, customization, and personal-activity tracking. It is also unique because it uses the path abstraction concept to achieve extensible any-to-any service integration.As our architecture evolves, we expect to build upon the SIP and H.323 Internet telephony signaling protocols to provide features such as service handoff.
I
ceberg's main strength-ease of service creation and deployment-comes from using the Internet as its core. It provides a framework for cross-network and cross-device service mobility. A flexible personalization model facilitates building common IN and PCS services such as call redirection, personal numbering, and 800-number service, as well as com-mercial integration services such as voice-to-email and e-mail-to-fax.
Iceberg doesn't replace the current telecommunication infrastructure. On the contrary, its goal is to facilitate the integration of existing and emerging networks and services. Iceberg's design allows the incremental deployment of its components. For example, an Iceberg network can start out just with a few IAPs and other components deployed in a local administrative domain. Service providers can incrementally add more IAPs to accommodate more users and allow wide-area expansion.
To better refine our architecture's design, we have implemented Iceberg's components in a testbed setting. We have a GSM base station representing a GSM cellular network that is connected to the Internet through an IAP.We are building an IAP to interface to the PSTN and to a paging network. The next design iteration will be 
